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Building 13 houses three art galleries that feature professional and
faculty artwork, throughout the
year, as well as exhibiting student’s
creations.
Professional artists from all over
the nation send their proposals to
Sinclair to exhibit their work.
Pat McClelland, gallery coordinator, said the committee reviews over
100 proposals, and must choose only
12 to showcase throughout the year.
“We’re looking for artist that have
eclectic taste,” McClelland said.
The show changes every four to six
weeks, to introduce new art.
“Every month we have new work
coming in,” McClelland said.
He said some of the professionals also teach at Sinclair. This gives
an opportunity for students to see
artwork that is produced by their
professors.
“It allows students to see what
their instructors do, and how it compares with what they say in class,”
McClelland said.
George Hageman is the first featured artist. He is an art professor at
Sinclair, along with being a professional artist.
“I love art and I love teaching,”
Hageman said. “I thought this would
be a great way to earn a living.”
Art Gallery continued on page 3

Photo contribution by Maddison Area Diversity Roundtable f

Woman Dancing.

Jimaur Calhoun
Reporter

People across the country will
be celebrating National Hispanic
Heritage month, the month
long celebration of Hispanic
history and culture as it begins
September 15 and continues until
October 15.
The International Student
Organization in collaboration
with the Student and Community
Engagement office will be having
an event on September 18 in
Building 8 in the stage area. The

event will consist of Hispanic
game demonstrations, open
dancing, free food and a speaker,
who will speak on the important
difference between Hispanic and
Latino culture.
The theme of this year’s
national celebration is Hispanics:
A Legacy of History, A Present of
Action and A Future of Success.
“Some students feel that the
month long celebration is a way
for the government to show its
appreciation of the Hispanic
culture,” said Luis Miranda,
President of the Student

International Club.
Originally established by
President Lyndon Johnson as a
weeklong celebration in 1968, the
event was expanded by President
Ronald Reagan into a month long
celebration in 1988.
The significance of September
15 comes from the anniversary
of the independence of several
Latin American countries, such
as Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua. Respectively, the
countries of Mexico, Chile and
Belize celebrate their days of

Assosiate Editor

Fall officially begins September
21, the leaves will start to change
as people switch out dresses and
shorts for hoodies and jeans.
There are many activities to
experience during the cool down
of fall.

Pumkin chunkin

This odd fall favorite started
back in 1986. The event was
started when a few guys became
bored and decided to create the
game to see who could launch a
pumpkin the furthest. Over the
years the event has grown and
now has a world championship.
For information on the event
visit punkinchunkin.com
The changing of leaves brings
the growth of spring and summer
to a close. The greater Dayton
area has a bounty of places to
hike and enjoy the changing
colors of leaves and the cool crisp
fall air. A few staff favorites are
John Bryan state park, Indian
Mound Reserve, Glen Helen and
Charleston Falls.
For information on state parks
with hiking trails in Ohio visit
parks.ohiodnr.gov/hiking
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independence on September 16,
18 and 21.
People of Hispanic culture
are the largest minority group
in the United States, and their
population has increased nearly
six-fold since 1970.
According to the United States
census, there are over 50 .5
million of Hispanic descent in
the United States. Over 362,000,
about three percent of Ohio’s
population, claim Hispanic
heritage today according to the
Pew Research Center.
Many people have different
ways to celebrate this time of
year.
Yira Argumedo, Sinclair
student from Columbia, says
that she and her family will be
celebrating the beginning of the
event by having a huge dinner
with other families.
Events and festivals will occur
across the country during the
month long celebration. From
festivals in Washington D.C.,
New Orleans, New York City and
across the country.
Events include art shows,
music, dancing, and at Walt
Disney World resort, as
everywhere, the celebration will
be about the food. Dayton held
its Hispanic heritage Festival
last month on August 17 at
Riverscape Metro Park.
Hispanic month continued on page4

Senior Olympics Hall
of Fame Inductee

Lowell Wagner
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Seasonal foods

Pumpkin everything, do I
need to explain more? Ok, I
will pumpkin lattes, pumpkin
pie, pumpkin bread, pumpkin
muffins and the list of pumpkin
infused foods goes on. Another
seasonal favorite is apple cider.
The many seasonal foods of fall
will give you options all season
long.

Corn mazes

OF F ICI A L

ST U DE N T

Wandering through a maze
made of corn, Yes please. There
are many places around Dayton
that offer this childhood
favorite of getting lost for hours
inside a maize of corn. For
information regarding locations
visit cornmazesamerica.com.

Haunted houses

OF

Matt Sells
Executive Editor

As Halloween rolls closer
the haunted season begins.
The Dayton area is host to an
abundance of ghoul’s ghost’s
zombies and vampires. Kings
Island, the Middletown
haunted trail, Jaycees, and the
valley haunted trail are a few of
the many haunted attractions in
the area.
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Tom Johnson holding his award.

College of Lifelong Learning
student, Tom Johnson, was
inducted into the Ohio Senior
Olympics Hall of Fame earlier
this year.
Johnson,73, who describes
himself as an “eternal student”
has in the last 13 years completed
248 classes at Sinclair Community
College through the CLL.
2014 is the qualifying year for
the 2015 National Senior Games
that are to be held in Minneapolis,
MN. Johnson, member of the
Team Ohio Track Club, is working
on improving his time and is
checking out his competition for
the 2015 senior games.
Johnson said most states have a

SI NC L A I R

Senior Games program.
“The purpose of such programs
is to develop an active lifestyle
by getting seniors up off the
couch, into the games of life and
for them to become participants
instead of spectators,” Johnson
said.
Johnson was a three time silver
medalist in the men’s 65-69
category at the 2007 national
senior games in the 100, 200, and
the 4x100 relays. In 2009, he took
home two gold medals and one
bronze. He was once again a three
time silver medalist in 2013.
Johnson talked about being
healthy at his age, and the
importance of staying active.
“Once you get to be three score
and 13, every other morning you
may have an ache in a different
place, but exercise reduces your
pain,” said Johnson.
The variety of classes Johnson
is currently taking includes
cycling, swimming, tennis, yoga
and core training. He describes
yoga as being the hardest class he
has taken yet. It helps him with
balance and strength.
“If you want to be the best, you
got to run against the rest,” said
Johnson, while discussing his
achievements in track and field.
Johnson is former fourth grade
teacher at Dayton Christian. He
also worked as a pastor for 36
years and has been retired for
three years.
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Meet…
Edmund Suelf low, a
computer science software
development major, who
focuses on bigger dreams
and goals than Apple
products.

Why he is
interesting…
Unlike many people
who hate change, Edmund
Suelf low feels like change is
the best thing that has ever
happened to him.

The objective of the game is to
fill all the blank squares in a game
with the correct numbers. There
are three very simple constraints to
follow. In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku
game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1 through
9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the
9 by 9 square must include all
digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins with
some squares already filled in, and
the difficulty of each game is due
to how many squares are filled in.
The more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out which
numbers go in the open squares.

As you fill in squares correctly, options for the remaining squares are
narrowed and it becomes easier to
fill them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by looking
for numbers that occur frequently
in the initial puzzle. For example,
say you have a lot of 5’s in the
initial puzzle. Look for the 3x3 box
where there is no 5. Look for 5’s
in other rows and columns that
can help you eliminate where the
5 might go in that box. If there
is a 5 in column’s 1 and 2, then
there can’t be a 5 anywhere else
in either of those columns. You
know then that whatever leftmost
3x3 box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square, you’ve
got it down!

“Sinclair has helped me
grow and evolve myself in
more ways than just one,”
Suelf low said.
Originally from Cayuga,
Wisconsin, Suelf low moved
to Ohio in the summer
of 2007 because of his
mother’s new job at the
University of Dayton. After
attending Belmont High
School for two months, he
decided it was best for him
to be homeschooled.
“I was bullied a lot,”
Suelf low said. “Public
school had tons of violence.”
Suelf low began to take
DEV courses at Sinclair
Community College, along
with sitting in many of his
mother's classes at U.D. He
believes this paved the way
for sincerely caring about
his education.
“I struggled with making
friends, so I kept to myself a
lot,” Suelf low said.
He spent most of his free

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

September 16, 2014 is a good day for Virgo’s individual initiatives
and attempts to fight personal complexes. Indecisive Virgins will
acquire a patron, find protection and be able to see positive even
in the seemingly worst conditions possible

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

Libra should give a thorough thought to a current situation especially when it comes to the material side of things. Don’t live in
your past; instead, evaluate possible perspectives. This is the day
when your financial situation is something to be optimistic about.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 2

Scorpio should be realistic, but not pessimistic. Try to use great opportunities of a current moment to the maximum. Don’t be afraid of
anything – you are protected and being guided by a guardian angel.
Today material and moral rewards are equally important to you.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Inexplicit moves are the most effective today. Sagittarius’ attempt
to act openly will not yield the desired result. Someone’s private
information or resources may end up in your hands. Knowledge in
psychology and economics will prove beneficial to roundup your
total success.

‘The Clarion’ is distributed free to the faculty, staff and students of Sinclair
Community College each Tuesday.

personal beliefs will provide for a solid foundation.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

The Rams’ excessive emotionality and vulnerability stand in the
way of their independence and self-confidence. Difficult problems will be solved, but they will leave a bad aftertaste. Aries may
get stuck pondering on negative issues. Don’t lose heart: stars are
sure your problems are short-lived.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20
Stars recommend that typical Bulls put aside their innate materialism
and learn to see the deep hidden sense in everything that’s going on.
People’s mood and the overall atmosphere have a great impact on your
actions no matter what you say.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

Gemini should carry every project through. Proper mind set will
help you in your work. You may do some cleaning and tidying up. If
you are suffering from some psychological issues, it is high time to
ditch negative programs and imposed desires

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo’s actions and thoughts are noticeably influenced by its
spiritual state and overall psychological climate in the family
(team). Increased irritability or heightened fatigue, occasional
pessimism, apathy and jealousy are probable.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

Distributed by GotoHoroscopes.com

Down

19 Jai __
20 Fury
21 Baseball legend Mickey
22 It has a trunk but no
wheels
24 Layered cookie
25 Use a mouse to move a
file between folders, say
30 Queue between Q and
U
33 Charged, infantry-style
34 The Beatles' "Abbey __"

35 Administer, as justice,
with "out"
36 Eden exile
37 Thorax organs
38 Thor's father
39 Book part
40 Former Atlanta arena
41 Lopsided
42 Make a typo
43 List of behavioral recommendations
45 Cry of dismay

47 Ten-speed unit
48 Prisoner
50 "How can __ sure?"
51 Ring of light
55 2003 prequel subtitled
"When Harry Met Lloyd"
58 Many Keats poems
59 Stunt rider Knievel
60 Sprinkles or drizzles
61 Was in first
62 "Don't touch that __!"
63 Supplement

Across

1 Sonata ending
2 Inland Asian sea
3 "Casablanca" heroine
4 Diamond gem
5 Santa Barbara-to-Las Vegas
dir.
6 Marching band percussion
instruments
7 Freeway division
8 Unusual

9 Snits
10 Accounted for, as during
calculations
11 36-Across' second son
12 Steak request
15 Diarist Frank
17 Nothing, in Nice
18 50-and-over org.
23 Critter before or after pack
25 Fall in folds
26 Plane tracker

27 Made "talent" from "latent,"
e.g.
28 Prima __
29 1980 De Niro film about a
boxer
31 Clown heightener
32 Camp shelters
35 British heavy metal band with
the album "Ace of Spades"
37 Not as tight as before
41 Cavity filler's org.

43 Census gathering
44 Regard
46 Research sites
48 Revered entertainer
49 Naked
50 Inventor's spark
52 Bone-dry
53 Gave for a while
54 Roughly
56 506, in old Rome
57 Bikini top

executive editor

multi-media specialist

'the clarion' adviser

'The Clarion' retains the right to
refuse any advertisement for any
reason.

Matt Sells

‘The Clarion’ does not endorse any advertisement published in our print edition
or website.

meeting, rewarding investment as well as a never-failing system of

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

1 Michael who plays Alfred
in many Batman movies
6 Mess maker
10 Remote
13 Lightweight synthetic
14 Nothing, in Nicaragua
15 Scheme in which three
of four lines rhyme
16 First two reindeer
named in Rudolph's song

‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork, logos and business letter
marks used within this publication, and is protected by the laws governing U.S.A.’s
copyright materials.

significant heights. A promising international contract, lucky

Good luck will be following Cancer wherever it goes. Your intuition
will show you the right path no matter which direction you choose
to go and the circumstances will fall in right places as pieces of a
puzzle. You may get more than you’ve expected

Be sure to establish an emotional contact with the right people.
The best way to do so is to have common beliefs, similar habits,
respect for traditions and a corporate spirit. Spiritual attachment and kinship will play an important part for Aquarius.

‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum for the students of Sinclair
Community College by a student staff every Tuesday during the regular academic
year, and once in July during the summer.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20
Good luck will help Pisces expand their influence and achieve

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

September 16, 2014 is a true gift from heaven for the Goats in low
spirits. You won’t be alone today. You will also confirm for yourself that all the efforts you put in and all the risks you took were
not in vain. An authoritative person or an influential organization
will help you take a step into the future.

Established: March 15, 1977

m
him, it’s much more than a h
career or degree that will m
make his life storybook
worthy; he just wants to live m
a happy life.
t
“My ultimate goal
“
is to create something
t
memorable for the people u
around me,” Suelf low said.

time playing video games,
which he believes it led the
way to what will hopefully
become a lifelong career of
developing computer games.
After graduating Sinclair,
he plans to transfer to U.D.
to get his bachelor's.
“I hope to get a job with
my degree after attending
U.D.,” Suelf low said. “I
dream big. I want to live in
San Francisco or Seattle.”
His main focus is
developing phone apps, and
creativity is his number
one goal. While thinking of
his big dreams, he explains
Apple is the last place he
would want to work at.
“On the surface it
may look creative, but
underneath it is a bunch of
simple stuff,” Suelf low said.
He believes he has
overcome many obstacles
in his life so far, and he
hopes that he will make a
difference in the world. To
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Afi Ntontolo
Sports Editor
On September 10, 2014
Sinclair women’s volleyball
team had their first conference
match against #14 Columbus
State at home. Our lady Tartan's came with great positive
attitudes, and were ready to
play. Sinclair opened the contest, while matching Columbus
State point for point, going
nonstop with great hits. They
even held the lead at 15-13.
“This was one great game to
watch. There were crazy cheers
from parents, some were too
loud, I couldn’t hear myself

w

"

Art continued from front

Hageman’s favorite medium
is oil painting, but he works with
all different mediums of art.
“I also love drawing very
much, as you can see in the
show,” Hageman said. “Sinclair
is my last big show, to show the
different mediums.”
McClelland said art can be
enriching and challenging.
It presents life in a creative
process. He said many teachers
from classes, outside of art,
encourage their students to go
and write responses about the
artwork. Art changes your view
on life.
Hageman said other artists
inspire him in his artwork, and
life.
"George Inness, American
landscape painter, is my favorite
artist,” Hageman said.
The exhibitions aren’t limited
to just faculty and professional

Afi Ntontolo | Clarion Staff

scream," Grace Smith, a Tartan
student, said. "I came prepared
to watch, but my ears weren’t.”
The Tartans had a strong
match, until the Cougars went
on a 5-0 run to secure an 18-15

artists, students also get an
opportunity to showcase
their work twice a year in the
galleries.
“Artists are the ones
who think outside the box,”
McClelland said.
McClelland mentioned how
things are transitioning from
STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Math) to
STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Art, Math).
McClelland said artists advance
technology. He encourages
everyone to take an art class,
whether it’s an art history class,
or a sculpting class.
“You don’t have to be an artist
to take an art class,” McClelland
said. “Art allows you to view the
world differently.”
Hageman said all students
should follow their passion.
“Work hard, love what you
do and you’ll be successful,”
Hageman said.

lead.
Game two had a fast track.
Columbus State lead with a 5-0
without any remorse on our
Tartans.
“If I knew this game was go-

ing to be this crazy I would've
came prepared," said Max
Moviwrack, a Sinclair student.
"Columbus State is a very good
team and I am proud to say our
girls kept fighting.”

George Hageman (right) conversing with guest about his exhibitions.

Daniel McCallum | Clarion Staff

George Hageman oil paintings: "Glreaming", "Morning Mist", and "Evening."

September 16, 2014

After an opening run to start
game two, Columbus state
had another impressive 14-6
leading off with a 19-7 margin,
along with a victory of 25-10,
giving them a 2-0 lead.
The Tartans didn’t stop
fighting back, with strong
come backs throughout game
three. As they maintained the
lead with a 5-2 before Columbus State came back fighting
with a 7-6 lead. As the game
got intense, the Cougars lead
the score with a 13-10 run.
“It was crazy, intense and
exciting to watch, although
we left with a loss," said Amy
Gothman, a Tartan mother.

Daniel McCallum | Clarion Staff

"I’m glad that our girls were
ready to play such a great game.
Proud to be a Tartan.”
The Tartans came out strong
and prepared, but Columbus
State had a back breaking rally
to take the lead 20-19. Columbus State ended the night with
five points, and a close out
game and match.
“It was a tough game, they
came ready to play. We just
have to keep our head up high
and get prepared for our next
game,” said Vanover.
Our Tartans will heading
to the University of Cincinnati on September 26 for their
next match.

Jordan Shaw | Clarion Staff

Professor sculpture by Tess Little
titled, "Day & Night."

Jordan Shaw | Clarion Staff

Stoneware creations by Hageman titled, "Five Golden Forms."

tartannews
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Hispanic Heritage Month
continued from front

Even national department
store, Macy’s, honored
three Latina women for
their contributions in
fashion and pop culture,
to commemorate National
Hispanic Heritage Month.

"Macy’s recognizes and
values the contributions
Latinos have made to our
nation, not only in fashion,
but also in beauty and every
aspect of American popular
culture," said Dineen Garcia,
Macy’s vice president of
Diversity Strategies in a
MarketWatch report on

September 11. "We look
forward to celebrating these
achievements with our
Hispanic Heritage Month
events from coast-to-coast,"
Tom Roberts of the Student
Community Engagement
office said Sinclair is a diverse
community college.
"It is important for

September 16, 2014p

communities to celebrate
as a way to better
understand each other,”
said Tom Roberts. “A way
to understand a community
is to experience their food,
dance, music and even
writings, because celebrating
diversity is important to us as
people and as a college.”

This I Believe
Danielle Barsher
Contributing Writer

My name is Danielle
Brashear, and I find it very
unfortunate to say that
I believe police around
the country no longer
care about our safety, and
are actually becoming
quite an endangerment.
In the past few years,
police brutality cases
have reached stomach
turning number's, and
in 2014 alone so many
cases have been reported
that’s its sickening
to the community of
these United States.
Police werelooked up
to, children used to
dream of becoming law
enforcement. They all

seemed so powerful and
magical, police were
people everyone could
trust, people you could
always feel safe around.
But lately, I would never
want my child to think
about becoming a police
officer.
They can no longer be
trusted, but instead they
are starting to induce
fear and panic amongst
innocent people, among
people they are sworn to
protect and serve.
Whether it be the
police departments are
starting to hire cowards,
people who shoot first
and ask questions later
to protect themselves
instead of society, or be
it that specific policemen

are dealing with extreme
superiority complexes
that they can no longer
properly protect, but
instead feel like they’re
real life Rambo, does
not matter. The reason
for these cases is not
important, and non
excusable.
I do not believe every
cop is a bad guy, and I do
believe there are still men
and women out there who
truly want to do what’s
best for their people. I also
realize there are certain
circumstances where
accidents happen, where
police genuinely feel
threatened, or feel they
are making the best call
for the greater good.
No one can tell me that

a cop arresting a woman,
not allowing her to know
the reason for her arrest,
and then raping her at
gunpoint was an accident,
or for the greater good.
No one can tell me
that when a mother, very
fearful to lose her suicidal
son, who calls the police
and begs for help, deserves
to have her son killed by
the same men that she
believed would save him.
Why did they kill the
teenager? He had a knife.
But it was already known
before they entered, and
it was obvious he was
not intending to use
the knife for any other
reason than to take his
own life. He was not a
danger to anyone other

than himself. So he was
going to kill himself…
so they kill him first. No
one can tell me that makes
sense, the knife was not a
viable excuse, what ever
happened to shooting
someone who is armed, in
the leg?
No one can tell me that
there is a reason at all for a
man who allegedly stole a
pack of cigarettes from the
gas station, to be hunted
down by an entire squad,
shot nine times dead, and
then the police have the
audacity to still handcuff
the lifeless man. This man
had his hands up before
the first shot was fired.
This man had no weapon.
I would never kill, but
lets say I kill someone

for my own protection,
anymore protection of
thyself does not matter,
and I could face 25 to life.
A cop kills someone, they
get suspended, if that.
They have permission to
do these things to people.
I could truthfully speak of
this issue for hours, and
continue to give countless
examples, but I do not
have that amount of time.
Hopefully it keeps you
all thinking about what
this country is turning
into, when the people we
need to keep us safe, are
becoming our biggest
enemy. Once again, my
name is Danielle, and I
believe that police are no
longer our protectors, but
instead our destroyers.
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Clarion Archives

With the current
updates to the Student
garage on campus the
clarion thought we
would take a trip back
in time to when the
garage hadn’t finished
being built. This article was published
October 1, 1983.
Scott Fowler
Reporter

The new multi-level
garage at Sinclair is

expected to be completed by
the start of winter quarter,
1983. Construction started
on the 504,677 squarefoot complex last April.
Although only 300 vehicles
are presently able to park
in the garage, more space
will be made available
throughout the fall quarter
as completion of the garage
nears. Upon completion,
the parking garage will be
able to hold 1900 vehicles.
And upper-level walkway
is also being built from the

second and third f loor levels
of the garage to the thirdf loor walkway between
buildings three and four.
To help keep students
from waiting in long lines
to enter the main parking
areas, Sinclair provides
parking alternatives. The
U.D. Arena/Sinclair shuttle
runs from 7:30 AM to 5:15
PM daily with two buses
running in the mornings.
The shuttle runs every 10
minutes and costs $.50
round-trip. The drop

off and pick up point is
located on fourth street
in front of building three.
The underground parking
garage, the culture by
Otterbein lot, the student
lot and the new parking
garage are open to students
from 7:30 AM to 10 PM.
Parking up to three hours
and needs lots cost $.50 3
to 5 hours cost $.75 and 5
to 8 hours cost $1. Parking
after 5 PM is $.50. The long
worth lots F&G are located
on Longworth Street near

the DP&L power plant.
The lots are open from
7:30 AM to 5 PM and cost
$.40 all day. The federal
lot And Robert Dr., Lot
are lots recently acquired
by Sinclair. The federal lot
is located at the corner of
South Perry and W. 4th St.
The lot is open from 7 AM
to 5 PM. The Robert drive
lot is located beneath the
I-75 bridge at W. 3rd St. and
Robert drive. This paved
lot is open from 7:30 AM to
5 PM. Entrance to the lot

can be obtained by going
northbound on Robert
from fourth street. Evening
students can park under
the Montgomery County
administration building
from 5 PM to 10 PM for
$.50. Entrance to the lot is
located on St. Mary Street.
After 5 PM, students can
also park on the upper deck
of the parking garage in the
faculty lot, located across
the street from building
three.
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Dear Gabby,

Dear Annoyed a lot,

I’m currently talking to a guy out of state—a mutual friend gave
him my number. He’s really nice, and so far, we seem to hit it off
quite well. He’s hoping to come to Ohio, for our church festival.
However, I also have an ex-boyfriend, who I think will try to cause
trouble. He just texted me the other day saying how much he still
loves me. I have no desire to be with him though. I’m worried a
lot because I don’t want this guy to have to deal with him at this
festival. This will be the first time we meet. Should I tell him about
the ex or should I just let it go, and hope my ex doesn’t come near
us? Thanks for any advice you may have!

Lowell Wagner | Clarion Staff

September 16, 2014

Sincerely,
Annoyed a lot

Situations with exes can occasionally cause extra stress, especially when you’re focused on someone else. I know its important
to warn this new guy about your ex, however, I feel like that might
make things worse. You said yourself that you have no interest to
be with him anymore, so I think it’s irrelevant to bring up. I think
by warning the new guy, it could possibly cause more problems.
You never know, you might not even run into your ex at the festival.
I think if this new guy becomes a possible relationship, then you
should bring up past boyfriends. My advice to you is to let it go. If
your ex shows up, just take it one step at a time. Hopefully, he won’t
cause a scene. Enjoy your time with this new guy at the festival.
Best of luck,
Gabby

Kaylee Hamm

Briona Jackson
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Arts

“ Pumpkin spice lattes…
haunted houses.”

“Definitely the weather, you know
being able to wear jeans and a
jacket, mostly just the leaves, the
changing of the color.”

Myekale Novy

Jennifer Scott

“All the leaves falling, the smell of
the decaying leaves I absolutely
love the smell, but it wreaks havoc
with my allergies. So usually during
fall I’m not breathing very well, but
when I can it smells great.”

“I love Halloween, I love being able
to dress up and I love going to all
the different haunted attractions. I
don’t get scared because I used
to work at one, but I love seeing
everyone else’s reactions.”
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Sarah llwer

Social Work

“Cooler temperature and how the
leaves fall and change colors, I just
like fall.”

Performance arts major

American Sign Language Interpretation
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